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Abstract 
Emulation, imitation and mimicry are fundamental processes by which all children, adolescents and adults learn new skills, 
attitudes and behaviour throughout their lives. However, these basic processes seem to have been ignored or forgotten by most 
tertiary educational researchers. Most educationists believe that children develop through stages by using observation, and play. 
Children become expert mimics and learn how to speak, walk, and socialize by the time they are ready for school. In the first few 
years of school children learn by copying, rote learning and emulation of their teachers and peers, but as they progress, the 
importance of copying diminishes and may be penalized. At the tertiary level, emulation of scholarly writing styles, jargon and 
formats is always rewarded. This paper will use evaluation, observation and personal case studies in order to argue the value of 
these overlooked teaching techniques. It highlights academic ambivalence to plagiarism, and concludes the rhetoric about e-
learning to be disingenuous. This paper asks educationists to rethink their pedagogy around mimicry, imitation, and emulation. 
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1. Introduction 
    It is widely accepted that the first two or three years of a person’s life provide the blueprint for the rest of their 
lives. During this time, we not only learn the incredible skill of speaking a language, but we also learn how to crawl 
and walk, how to feed ourselves, how to give and receive emotions and how to interact with other human beings. If 
we are prevented from learning these skills by a catastrophe such as an accident, by losing our parents, or by being 
abused, then our development becomes stalled and we my grow up maladjusted and stunted both cognitively and 
emotionally. During this significant period, infants predominantly observe their surroundings and imitate their 
parents and others in order to make sense of the world (Greer, Dudek-Singer & Gautreaux, 2006). While play 
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provides positive physical and emotional feedback, and crying receives immediate attention, it is imitation that 
initially enables the infant to communicate with the world and its inhabitants (Bacalu, 2013).  
    A definition of “imitation” may seem rather trivial because it is such a well-understood concept. It means “a novel 
action that replicates both the processes and outcomes of a model”.  One cannot imitate oneself, it is a contradiction 
in terms. However there are several words, which are often used synonymously - in approximate descending order 
of resemblance: copying, emulation, mimicry, simulation, modelling, and exemplification. Disreputable synonyms 
include words like counterfeit, plagiarism and forgery. These are all related concepts but are slightly different in 
terms of intentions, means and ends. It is confusion over these fine distinctions that may have created the negative 
connotations that “imitation” seems to have gathered. “Copying” is essentially the same as “imitation” but without a 
perfect congruence of the original model. “Emulation” produces the same end result, but does not employ exactly 
the same methods as a model. “Mimicry” uses the same means, but with a different result to the original model 
(Snow, 2009). It is hugely problematic for most of us to make these fine distinctions, which are in fact, value 
judgments. So most people, and this article will use these words interchangeably and attempt to articulate any 
distinctions should the need arise. 
 
2. Research on imitation and learning 
 
    A full-text search of all the electronic Proquest databases for the abstract keywords “imitation” and “learning” in 
the literature only brings up 386 relevant full-text, scholarly articles in mainly educational journals with earliest 
report from 1954 (Kolner Zeitschrift Fur Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie). In this German conference, many 
papers extolled the virtues of imitation and play for the neonate infant and put forward a theory of cognitive-
emotional development of humans based upon these fundamental behaviours enacted from birth.  
    When these full-text articles are imported into the qualitative computer program, Leximancer 4, a clearer picture 
(see Fig. 1) arises as to the main themes and concepts found in the research literature to date.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Leximancer 4 heat map of themes found in literature on imitation and learning. Learning themes are more important than knowledge  themes. 
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    Leximancer 4 revealed that there were three major themes that could be found in the research literature on 
imitation and learning. The first (and hottest) theme (at bottom) concerned learning, the second (green, on right)) 
concerned duration (a time-related theme) and the third (on left) concerned knowledge. Themes in Leximancer are 
clusters of concepts, which the program ascertains by looking for frequent words and surrounding sentences. While 
imitation (omitted) was a theme, it certainly was a very minor theme overall, i.e. imitation as a cluster of concepts 
was not really talked about as relating to education or knowledge acquisition and has thus been relegated to an 
artifact or possible concurrent behaviour. It is apparent that imitation as a concept is rarely linked to learning, and 
when it is, it is in relation to children, animals (e.g. dolphins, whales, birds), neuroscience, performance studies, and 
language learning. Certainly, imitation is not considered a significant element in higher education in the research 
literature to date. 
    Full-text, scholarly ProQuest searches using “modelling”, “simulation”, and “exemplification” paired with 
“learning” yield much fewer results with similar content and themes: children, primates, neuroscience, robotics. 
    Any discussion of the history of human exemplarity should begin with Homer, author of The Iliad and The 
Odyssey, in which the central heroes are used to demonstrate exemplary behaviour for all those who studied them 
(Warnick, 2007).  The heroes of Homer were to become the focus of pedagogy for the entire Classical epoch and 
were still influential long after Roman world had moved beyond teaching the Homeric poems. These epics not only 
supplied the content of the heroic pedagogy, they also supplied the process – that of an older and wiser mentor who 
places a hero in front of the novice student and advises imitation. This process consists of explaining the actions of a 
model in terms of their benefits and arguing that these benefits are worth acquiring. This is the typical way in which 
imitation has been utilised from its earliest beginnings to the present day. 
    However this process of exemplification seems to have been ignored in more recent times by educational theories 
such as discovery learning, learning styles theory, behaviourism, cognitivism, transformative learning, 
constructivism, and multimedia theory. In the 21st C, instructors are also vigorously teaching a content-heavy 
curriculum, often using mandatory blended learning technologies and maintaining a research profile, that perhaps 
fundamentals of teaching have been forgotten? Some might argue that imitation is undeserving of study, however it 
is erroneous to believe that imitation is lowly mental activity worthy of children and animals. Williams, et al (2007) 
contradict the commonly held belief that when we imitate something we simply stimulate a mirror neuron system 
that specially exists to copy actions. From studying small finger movements using MRI technology, Williams, et al 
conclude that imitation brings into play cortical and sub-cortical parts of our brains, which are associated with short-
term memory, associative learning, motor skills preparation and visual-motor amalgamation of goal-directed action. 
They state that matching our actions to another’s can lead to powerful behavioural change and development. 
Contrary to obvious scholarly assumption, the ability to copy something, at least physiologically, is a higher order 
activity involving several major parts of our brain. 
 
3. The centrality of imitation 
 
    Imitation is an essential educational ingredient in schooling (Nielsen, 2012) and also many fields of Social 
Science, and the Arts. For example, in music education, students learn to play their chosen instruments by copying 
the physical techniques and sound quality of their teachers’ playing. Minute attention is paid to stance, posture, and 
use of body parts such as hands, mouth and lips. Similarly in music composition, a traditional exercise is to exactly 
transcribe note for note, a score of a great composer in order to understand the harmonic invention of that composer. 
This activity can just as easily be applied to other arts, such as writing (Tsuji, 2010), painting, or photography where 
the student is asked to mimic the style of an acknowledged master. The science of advanced musical instrument 
design and construction certainly revolves around being mentored by a master artisan, then building close facsimiles 
of famous violins, guitars, cellos and harps. The student instrument maker must copy the famous designs in order to 
make a living. All violinists aspire to play a Stradivarius or Guarneri so the apprentice luthier must copy these 
designs or risk financial disaster. 
    In medical science, interns both nurses and doctors train to diagnose patients by observation of senior nurses and 
physicians with hospital patients. Would-be surgeons are trained by more experienced surgeons to emulate their 
skills. This training process is arduous and requires trainees surgeons to spend on average 55 hrs per week and 
10,000 hours in total, observing and copying the skills of other surgeons in order to develop the hand-eye 
coordination, the dexterity and the endurance to perform operations, which can last many hours (Purcell Jackson, 
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2009). Trainee counsellors, psychologists and psychiatrists must follow a similar (less intensive) training regime in 
order to qualify for registration with professional bodies. All teachers must undertake supervised practicums, usually 
with a highly experienced teacher (the exception being University instructors). Pilots, legal professionals, social 
workers, translators, media producers and researchers all require training which always involves imitating and 
copying the actions, behaviour and mindset of others. 
    This paper is not the place for a debate about the differences between technical/vocational training and so-called 
education. The author believes that the distinction between training and education, reflected in the university and 
technical college divide may have been a reality in the early 20th century, when careers were clear-cut, and blue 
collar work did not overlap with white collar skills. But in contemporary Western society, so many professions 
require both higher-order knowledge and a range of other advanced skills that training is a recognized and essential 
part of most educational fields. The typical educational psychologist could be capable with all the MS Office 
programs, plus SPSS, and N-vivo, have had hours of clinical supervision, and may be trained in NLP techniques, 
and non-verbal communication skills. The author is a white collar academic who has trained in both PC and Mac 
software platforms, runs his own Linux server, and has trained in video production, sound recording, and advanced 
Web design. Training courses and skills acquisition are simply not the sole province of plumbers and electricians. 
 
4. The problem of plagiarism 
 
    Plagiarism is regarded as intellectual theft and universally discouraged by all tertiary institutions. The typical 
plagiarist will copy sentences and paragraphs, even whole articles without any change whatsoever. In many 
instances the plagiarist will be an international student who misunderstands the nature of academic writing, or has 
poor English writing skills, or both (Guranjan & Roberts, 2005).  
    However, plagiarism is problematic for tertiary institutional policy because when it goes unnoticed it is often 
rewarded with high grades, and when it is clearly identified it is punished with failure. Many institutions now 
employ software safeguards, which identify duplicate online sources of student assignments. These computer 
programs are not foolproof, they often highlight appropriately cited quotes and paraphrases, and they do not identify 
any copied material in books, government publications, old essays, company documents and essays written by proxy 
authors or newly downloaded from “cheat” sites. These programs also function to sanction student work, which has 
a low plagiarism score according to its algorithms and databases. Instructors tend to trust the program, not their own 
judgment. In some institutions, a professor may not initiate proceedings against suspected plagiarism, unless a high 
duplicate score is obtained. For nearly a decade institutions have been requiring students to use plagiarism checkers, 
and so paradoxically, by archiving a copy of every submitted student paper, these companies are possibly enacting 
the very process that they are protecting others against, since no informed consent has been given for this to occur 
(Horowitz, 2012). 
    There are now several commercial and free programs, which will detect cases of plagiarism – Attributor, 
Copyscape, Ithenticate and the major academic software, Turnitin used in over 10,000 institutions worldwide. As 
the database for Turnitin grows, the number of sheer chance hits increases. In 2013, the author received an essay on 
a popular media topic that had a plagiarism score of 45%, but that score was made up from 45 different sources and 
consisted of mere fragments of sentences. Institutional practice is to investigate all instances of high duplicate 
percentages, and to punish any student whose score is higher than some arbitrary figure. But to authentically 
plagiarise from this many sources would have taken more effort than writing an original essay. Could it be that 
plagiarism software databases are now so large, that their only use is that of a deterrent?  
    One of the trickiest academic issues is that of plagiarising oneself (Glen, 2008). Obviously recycling a previous 
paper is an unethical act, but what about a single sentence or part sentence? Most academic authorities advise 
providing a citation for paraphrasing oneself. But how can a paraphrase of a previously published paragraph 
constitute plagiarism (or theft) if the author was the person who holds the copyright? The mistake here is to equate 
duplication detection with plagiarism, which is more than mere duplication. Plagiarism is copying with the intent to 
defraud, to take ownership and receive rewards for something that belongs to someone else. In the case of 
plagiarising myself, the words are definitely mine. The fact that software can now efficiently detect online 
duplicates does not revoke my copyright. 
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5. Case study: Instructors as models 
 
    The author has taught Communication units to a wide range of students from Business, Engineering, Nursing, 
Computing, Mathematics, Law, Arts, Design and Communication degrees at both undergrad and postgrad levels. 
One of the most common activities at university is the face-to-face lecture in which an academic addresses a large 
group of students for about an hour showing Powerpoint slides, graphics and videos often talking about theory and 
giving practical examples. In many subjects, students have to give a presentation in a smaller class as an assessment 
activity. It is common for students to adopt a very similar style of presentation, including the style of Powerpoint. 
    The author has changed his Powerpoint slides from standard text-only bullet points (in the 20th C) to slides that 
more resemble excerpts of Web pages, often with photos, videos and cartoons. Most students imitate these add-ons 
either unconsciously, or more understandably, because they have no other models to draw upon. Thus, student 
presentations resemble the lecturer’s presentations right down to the style of cartoons chosen. Without having had 
much experience with presentations, students opt for the tacit exemplar of the instructor. Students in some cases 
even search for examples of the author’s writing, both citing published works, and also mimicking the style of 
writing and the arguments found in these articles. 
    This places a huge responsibility upon educators to not only be knowledgeable about subject content, but also be 
highly skilled at the various methods for presenting such content. The one to one context of Homeric mentorship is 
no longer an option thus lecturers will always teach in front of large classes. Thus, tedious slides full of illegible 
text, or dreary personae, monotone voices and lack of enthusiasm will not only lead to mass exodus from classes, 
but students who may copy and mimic such boring models in their own presentations and writing submissions.  
 
6. Case study: Instructions vs models 
 
    A typical First Year subject in many degrees is the core unit, which teaches written and often, oral communication 
skills to students who often come from a diversity of cultural backgrounds. A classic assignment in such a subject 
entails asking students to read academic articles and/or textbooks and then summarise them replete with references 
in a particular academic style such as Harvard or APA. This is variously called the Annotated Bibliography, or 
Academic Paragraphing exercise and can be worth a high percentage of total marks. In some instances the 
assignment will include a set of instructions on how to summarise the article in terms of Introduction, Paragraph 1, 
sentence 1, sentence 2, sentences 3 and 4, etc. This supposedly helpful instructional template poses problems: 
 
ACADEMIC PARAGRAPHING GUIDE  
Introduction 
Topic: __________________________________________________________________________ 
Thesis: _________________________________________________________________________ 
Scope (Map) _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Body Paragraphs 
Paragraph 1 - Topic sentence (Topic + Controlling idea):_______________________ (1 sentence) 
Supporting  
Description: (Summary of one Extract with in-text referencing)__________________ (2-3 sentences) 
Supporting evidence (Critical reflection; literature summary/paraphrase with in-text referencing) 
Feelings: ______________________________________________________________ (1 sentence) 
Evaluation: __________________________________________________________ (1-2 sentences) 
Analysis: ____________________________________________________________ (2-3 sentences) 
Concluding sentence: ____________________________________________________ (1 sentence) 
 
Fig. 2.  Example of instruction template – helpful or not? 
 
    By setting a completely new assignment task, then expecting students to follow an exact recipe in terms of 
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creating a paragraph, then set of paragraphs, an inexperienced instructor has focused the complexity of the task from 
the assignment level to the sentence level. Students simply do not understand how to write one sentence for an 
Introduction, or two sentences for an “evaluation”. No matter how detailed the instructions, a simple model or 
example of what is required would have removed the anxiety, that First Year (and beyond) students’ experience, 
when they encounter such novel assignment tasks. There seems to be entrenched reluctance for instructors to 
provide exemplars, possibly because copying a model is not viewed as creative enough, or not real academic 
writing. Similarly, many such assignments require not just one summary, but often as many as 10 or more such 
summaries. Surely, if a student can summarise an academic paper once or twice then they have shown they can 
perform the task? 
    The end outcome of such novel assignments and templates on students are chance, sink or swim results, with 
many students obtaining low grades or failing because they are inexperienced with writing academic summaries, or 
they do not have the resources or friends to help them. A simple model of what is expected would allay most anxiety 
caused by lack of experience and understanding of unknown concepts. The students who can maintain their 
commitment and engagement in lieu of anxiety, confusion and low marks, are the ones who will eventually 
successfully finish their first year. 
 
7. Case study: Imitating structure is not plagiarism 
 
    The business report is a commonly taught genre in many communication courses across many fields such as 
business studies, computer science, technical writing, engineering, law, and nursing. These communication courses 
are often found in First Year undergraduate programs and typically taught by sessional instructors or casual staff. 
Cohorts tend to be large and diverse, class sizes also large, and the students will typically represent a variety of 
cultures and backgrounds. 
    In order to cater for such a large course, and to standardize the teaching, a coordinator will often use a textbook in 
order to give students the basics of what a report should cover, and what the major sections of the report should be. 
A usual assignment would be to produce a student report around some fictitious business topic, such as a 
costs/benefits analysis or an evaluation of some technology, product or service. 
    In all of the author’s units where a report is called for, the students are encouraged to use Google to locate their 
own report exemplars, which they find comprehensible and close to their own topics. They are then asked to copy 
the found report structure including tables, graphs and headings (but not the data). In this way, students do not have 
to create a fictitious assignment which bears no resemblance to professional documents used in real-world contexts. 
It also eases anxiety for many students who may never have written a report before in their high school careers. 
Most students modify existing reports to suit their own needs, and are confident that a copy of a real-world report 
will be suitable skeleton body for their own data and results.      
 
8. E-learning and imitation 
 
    Education has been irrevocably changed by the advent of e-learning technologies made possible by the Internet 
from the mid-1990’s. All existing courses are now supported by additional Web resources (text, sound, video), 
which add extra value to coursework. Blended learning is the new method for the vast majority of undergraduate 
courses. Near-universal student access to the Internet, ubiquitous e-learning management systems, and somewhat 
easy authoring tools have also led to the possibility of teaching students who never set foot on a university campus.  
While management systems technology (such as Moodle and Blackboard) has become entrenched at some 
institutions, new publishing systems (such as Wordpress and Drupal) have started to replace (and compete with) the 
old ones. The result of this plethora of technologies and methods is that teaching, per se has been subordinated to the 
various technical intricacies of institutional websites. At the author’s institution, Blackboard exists alongside 
Wordpress and instructor driven home-grown websites. All the new systems host a range of options, which have 
been programmed into the basic and advanced functions, and instructors become immersed in becoming proficient 
with menu items, multimedia, and making the new system replicate the old one. However what is missing, is 
innovative teaching. 
    Some might argue that having access to online resources, forums, wikis and blogs is innovative, but the author 
has had student feedback that asks a return to old-fashioned paper-based readings, face to face group discussion, and 
more human contact in lectures and tutorials. Online teaching may be regarded as the future of tertiary education, 
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but some studies conclude that a wholly web-based curriculum places low-income and struggling students at severe 
risk of failure or underachievement (Smith Jaggars, 2011). Dropout levels of up to 90% also give an indication of 
the lack of satisfaction produced by online courses. While e-learning management systems certainly permit use of 
all kinds of multimedia, and online interactive tools, they do not encourage innovating teaching methods – they 
simply recycle good traditional teaching in an online context. Innovative methods should include activities, which 
comprise imitation, emulation, and mimicry but such old fashioned pedagogy is pushed aside. 
    The author believes that many instructors who are making the choices to go online have never taken a fully online 
course in their life. If they had, then they would have experienced first-hand, the inherent problem with online 
education – lack of human contact which assists learning a range of concepts, lack of good models in terms of 
inspirational staff and fellow students, and lack of useful and appropriate exemplars to mimic. Progress in education 
should not be about creating online courses for the maximum number of students; innovation should not consist of 
computers attempting to deliver traditional face-to-face interaction. The bases of authentic learning, even in the 21st 
century, are those activities, which humans have employed since they were babies, toddlers, and children – finding 
respectable mentors to copy, perfecting suitable skills via mimicry and practice, and selecting various parts of the 
scientific, professional or academic world to imitate. 
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